
INTERCOM READY
Many helmet manufacturers,
such as Shoei, Schuberth,
LS2, and AGV, partner with
intercom manufacturers to
produce dedicated intercoms

integrated into the helmet.
This means the tech is
tucked away unobtrusively
and doesn’t cause external
noise, for example.

What to look for…
A few key points to consider when buying a high-end crash helmet…

REMOVABLE LINING
If you cover a lot of miles in hot
weather, you will need to regularly
remove and clean the lining

LOUDEST
WITH OPEN

VENTS
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RATED THE RiDE PRODUCT TEST

 Visor change easy — handy as no drop- 
down sun visor

The AGV K6 lacks an integrated sun visor but does have 
an emergency release system and a visor lock that can be 
secured totally shut or partially open, which is good. 
Ready for AGV’s ARK communications system (£249.99), 
the K6 has a very plush-feeling lining but there isn’t a 
dedicated glasses recess, meaning the arms were 
squeezed in slightly, possibly a nuisance for those wearing 
sunglasses, as there is no sun visor. The visor removal 
system is nice and easy to use and so are the vents.

On the road, the AGV feels a really small shell and I 
found my chin pushed up against the inside of the lid, 
which was uncomfortable, so try before you buy as it may 
not suit your head shape. The vents were reasonably 
effective, though it feels a bit too snug to be used as a 
touring lid and I actually preferred wearing the firm’s 
cheaper K5 S model, which has an integrated sun visor.

LS2 Challenger Carbon £300
graphics £330

AGV K6 £359.99  
graphics £399.99

www.ls2helmets.com

www.agv.co.uk
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 Visor removal 

system is 

straightforward 

 Traditional double 
D-ring fastening for

right fit every time

 Sun visor mists 
and gives huge 

contrast in colours

 The carbon LS2 is 
a sporty-looking lid 

with its spoilers

 Fairly light but 
feels like the shell  
is on the small side

Costing £300, this carbon lid represents value for 
money but is the loudest on test, both with the 
vents open and closed. As well as a five-year 
warranty, it comes with an inflatable helmet support for 
when you need to work on it, reflective stickers, a glasses 
system, emergency release system, Pinlock and is ready 
for a Sena LS2 Linkin Ride Pal intercom (£120).

The LS2 is comfortable to wear, very light and comes 
with elastic to compress the inner padding for a glasses’ 
arm. The chin and head vents are big and easy to locate 
and are effective but the brow one is a bit fiddly when you 
are wearing gloves. The sun visor makes the colours a bit 
too contrasting and mists up at low speed and the strap 
has an annoying tag that gets caught on the D-ring. 
Considering its low price tag, the Challenger represents a 
lot of lid for your money, but is loud.
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THE FACTS

THE FACTS

INTEGRATED
SUN VISOR
An integrated sun visor
means you can quickly and
easily reduce the sun’s glare
without stopping to change
your visor. They are fully legal
in the UK, whereas only certain
tints of dark visors are legal
for use on the UK’s roads

VENTS
Vents help keep your head cool
but they also add to the wind
noise when open, so check they
shut well and are easy to find
and operate

HELMET FASTENER
Some lids come with double
D-rings, some with a ratchet style
of clip. This is a personal choice
as some riders don’t get on with
certain styles of fastener

VISOR REMOVAL
After a long ride, removing the
visor completely to thoroughly
clean it is often a necessity. There
is nothing worse than trying to
remove a fiddly visor system and
then accidentally breaking a
component when on a long tour
and far from a dealership

PINLOCK
High-end lids should come
with a Pinlock anti-fog insert
included in the price

SHARP RATING
SHARP’s five-star rating is an
independent helmet-testing
scheme run by the Department
of Transport. Increasingly fewer
helmets have been assessed by
SHARP but those that have been
can be seen on the website
www.sharp.dft.gov.uk

WIND NOISE

109.9dB
(vents open 111.1dB

WIND NOISE

109.4dB
(vents open 110.5dB

Construction Carbon fibre
SHARP Rating N/A
Actual weight 1337g
Integrated sun visor 
Fastening system D-rings
Number of vents 4
Pinlock 
Removable lining 
Warranty 5 year
Sizes XXS-XXXL (3 shells)

Construction Carbon aramid 
fibreglass
SHARP Rating N/A
Actual weight 1309g
Integrated sun visor 
Fastening system D-rings
Number of vents 4
Pinlock 
Removable lining 
Warranty 3 year
Sizes XS-XL (3 shells)
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EASE OF USE
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VENTS

VENTS

VISOR REMOVAL

VISOR REMOVAL
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